
Church Forsaken Practicing Presence In
Neglected Neighborhoods

In today's fast-paced and self-focused world, it is not uncommon to find neglected
neighborhoods that are often overlooked and forgotten. These areas, plagued by
poverty, crime, and lack of resources, suffer from a lack of attention and
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investment from the wider community. However, amidst this darkness, there are
churches that defy the norm and strive to make a difference.

One such church is the Church Forsaken, a community-driven religious institution
that has made it their mission to practice presence in neglected neighborhoods.
With a strong belief in the power of faith and compassion, this church is dedicated
to fostering positive change and bringing hope to the lives of those living in these
marginalized communities.
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The church's approach goes beyond traditional community outreach. Rather than
providing temporary assistance or preaching from afar, the Church Forsaken
ensures sustained presence within these neighborhoods. This means
establishing physical locations within the neglected areas, allowing them to better
understand the unique challenges faced by the residents and build meaningful
relationships with them.
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By immersing themselves in the fabric of these neighborhoods, the Church
Forsaken gains invaluable insight into the specific needs of the community. With
this knowledge, they can develop tailor-made programs and initiatives that
address the root causes of the problems faced by residents. Whether it be
providing food and shelter, job training, or educational support, the church's
presence brings about tangible improvements.

It is through their commitment to practicing presence that the Church Forsaken is
able to break down barriers and rebuild trust within these neglected
neighborhoods. In a world where hopelessness prevails, their unwavering
dedication brings light to the lives of those who have been forgotten. In turn,
individuals who were once dispirited find renewed motivation, resilience, and a
sense of belonging.

The impact of the Church Forsaken's presence extends far beyond the residents
directly served. By actively engaging with the broader community, they raise
awareness about the issues faced by neglected neighborhoods and inspire
others to contribute towards positive change. Through their advocacy efforts, the
church encourages individuals, businesses, and other institutions to invest in
neglected neighborhoods, further amplifying the transformative power of
presence.

This innovative approach to community engagement has garnered recognition
and support from various organizations and individuals alike. Partnered with local
charities, businesses, and governmental agencies, the Church Forsaken has
created a network of collaboration that enhances the sustainability and impact of
their programs. Through these partnerships, opportunities for long-term growth
and development are realized, ensuring a lasting positive influence on the
community.



The Church Forsaken's remarkable journey of practicing presence offers valuable
lessons to us all. It serves as a reminder that we must not turn a blind eye to
those in need, but rather, embrace the power of presence to effect substantial
change. It encourages us to step out of our comfort zones and immerse
ourselves in neglected neighborhoods, for it is only through true engagement that
we can understand and address the underlying issues that perpetuate neglect.

Therefore, it is our responsibility as individuals and as a society to support and
emulate the Church Forsaken's example. By making the conscious decision to
practice presence in neglected neighborhoods, we can become agents of change
and breathe life into communities gasping for a breath of hope.

Together, let us join the Church Forsaken on their journey to transform neglected
neighborhoods into vibrant, thriving communities. Together, let us restore dignity,
restore purpose, and restore belief in the power of a united and compassionate
presence.
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"There are no God-forsaken places, just church-forsaken places." ―Jon Fuller,
OMF International
Jonathan Brooks was raised in the Englewood neighborhood on the south side of
Chicago. As soon as he was able, he left the community and moved as far away
as he could. But through a remarkable turn of events, he reluctantly returned and
found himself not only back in Englewood but also serving as a pastor ("Pastah
J") and community leader.
In Church Forsaken, Brooks challenges local churches to rediscover that loving
our neighbors means loving our neighborhoods. Unpacking the themes of
Jeremiah 29, he shows how Christians can be fully present in local communities,
building homes and planting gardens for the common good. His holistic vision
and practical work offers good news for forgotten people and places. And
community stakeholders and civic leaders will rediscover that churches are viable
partners in community transformation in ways that they may never have
considered.
God has always been at work in neglected neighborhoods. Join Pastah J on this
journey and discover new hope for your community.
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